A simple way of as,;ociating a matroid of prescribed rank with a graph is shown. The matroids so corhstrueted are re.presentable over any sufficiently large field. Their ase is demonstrated by the fallowing result: Given an integer k >~ 3 and a hmction G associating a group with each subsel of a set S, the'e is a matroid M(E), representable ever any sufl]ciendy large field, such that E ~S, and for rely TcS, the rank of MkT is k, and the automo~phi~m group of MkT is isomorphic to G(T).
Intreduction
By matroids we me.an both finite and infinite ones, but of finite rank only. Aut M denotes the group of automorphisms of M: whence it consists of those permutations of the set E which preserve both independence and ~epende~cc.
(The latter is not a consequence of the former one if E is infinite.) For a graph X without parallel edges, the automorphism group Aut X is defined simitarb', ,~s ;~ permutati~on group acting on the set of vertices. It is well known (Fruch! [3 I) th~,t any finffe group is isomor~)hic to Aut X for some finite graph A. This t, rapn may be requiled to be 3-connected. As the isomerphisms of the circuit matroids of 3-connected graphs are just the mappings incluced b~ graph i~,omorphisms (V~rhit -ney [121] ), it follows that any finite group is ison~orp_ hie to Aut M for some graphic matroid M: The ranks of these matroids are, howe~er, unbounded. This is necessarily so for matroids, representable ovex a fixed finite field (not only fo~ :-;raphic ones).
Mendelsohn [9~ has proved that any (finite or infinite) group is isomorphic t,9 the aatomorphism grvup of some projective plane. A projectiive plane being a rank 3 matroid, we obtain a positive answer to the question whether the rank of M wilh Aut M;-~ G may 3e bounded. It is, however, a disadvantage of this constrm:tion that it a'ssociates infinite planes with finite: groups, and, of course, the resuhi*,~g planes a?re not vector-representaNe.
The aim of the present note is to solve both probiems. We shall exhibit raattoid,.i of :prescribed rank and autoe..orphism group, representable over any s~eienttylarge field ffheoreta 3.1). Using :~ ~esult of the author on automorphisra:groum of graphs':we derive ihat the aummorphism group of several restric- 
Preliminaries Lelnma 2.1, Let X = (¥; ~) be a (~idtc ot infird~:~) graph without loops and parallel edges. Let k ~ 3 and assume that et~ch ~crtex of G has degree ~k. Then
ProoL Let A~(X) denote t!,~e group ol pcrmutatioT~s of E induced bv ~,ut X. By our assumption, obviously, A ~(X) ~ A~t X.
We assert that ,%(X) = Aut M wh~ re M ---
..... • For v~V, let E~ d_~note the star of v, L> ~he ~,et of edges, incident wi~h 9. Let us c, bserve, that the s~ets H= E, (v ~ V) have the fol!owir~.g pro.p,-rtms.
-" " ....
,-~-IHI~ k; Assume now t8~ 7 ~ %. P, eplacing x~: at every occmrence by x~, we obtain a vanishing determinant o'i the kind ~hrst treated. We conclude that either t3~ or ~2 belongs to {~3,"3}, or % = Y2, or (f 2:2 = B2) % = ~-Any of these possibilities contradicts the assumptions that ~,'~¢~ and the sets {f3~, ~} are pairwise disjoint. []
Lemma 2.3 (AtMn [1, Lemma 3]). Suppose that a non-zero polynomial f in the polynomial ring .~x~, .., xk] over a fie~d F has degree tess than the order of F in every single vari~ble &. Then the j~mction f*: F k ---> F defined by f is not identicalh, ZerO.
:We shall also: need an analogous len ~ma for an infinite set of variables. ~Each :.~ardirmi is:'~a~ ~ustom~.ryi i:!entified v,~l~ it. i~itial ordinal ~umber. /3 < ~ bzlow ::indicates that/3 is an ordim~t less than n. 
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